Intratec Solutions

Market & Technology Intelligence for Process Industries
Intratec provides up-to-date and independent analyses examining production processes, as well
as critical data surrounding industry-related markets. Our portfolio covers +300 products, spanning:
oil, gas & refined products; petrochemicals; inorganic chemicals & fertilizers; polymers & plastics;
renewable chemicals; pharmaceuticals; specialty chemicals; consumer products and metal

+900 Production
Cost Reports

commodities.

+900 Reports Examining Production Processes
■

Raw materials consumption; capital investment and production cost breakdowns

■

Up-to-date analyses (with recent economic data)

■

Professional, independent and easy-to-understand

■

Buy individually or subscribe and receive reports for a fraction of the cost

■

Simple payment options! Online purchase with credit card!

Online Pricing Data on +150 Commodities & Utilities, across +20 countries
■

Historical data since 2007 + 9 months forecasts

■

Monthly time series, with monthly data updates

■

Export pricing data into Excel format

■

Support to answer your questions

■

Available as subscription - Subscribe and get prompt access!

Key Process
Information

Capital & Operating
Costs Breakdowns

Historical Prices
& Forecast
of +150 Commodities
Plant Cost Indexes & Location Factors covering 16 countries
■

Update plant construction costs in 16 countries

■

Convert plant construction costs in USA to 15 countries

■

Historical data since 2000 + 9 months forecasts

■

Monthly time series, with monthly data updates

■

Available as subscription - Subscribe and get prompt access!

Industrial Plant Costs
in 16 Countries

Access to a Host of Free Content

Industries We Serve
○ Petrochemicals

At www.intratec.us we offer, at no cost, samples of our reports and databases.

○ Polymers & Plastics
○ Inorganic Chemicals
○ Fertilizers

About Intratec
In operation since 2002, Intratec is a leading provider of market and technology
intelligence for process industries.

We are a group of process engineers, market researchers and cost estimators with
extensive industry experience. In a nutshell, our business is about providing up-to-date

○ Biomass & Renewable Chemicals
○ Pharmaceuticals
○ Oil, Gas & Refined Products
○ Metals & Mining
○ Consumer Products & Food

and independent analyses examining production processes, as well as critical data
surrounding industry-related markets. Our portfolio covers +300 products, spanning: oil,
gas & refined products; petrochemicals; inorganic chemicals & fertilizers; polymers &
plastics; renewable chemicals; pharmaceuticals; specialty chemicals; consumer products
and metal commodities.
With a set of well-designed offerings, we serve a diverse group of customers from all over

Our Clients

the world. Fortune 500 companies have a repository of reliable and easy-to-compare

○ Chemical & Oil Companies

process economic analyses through our reports subscription plans, while biotech startups,
local manufacturers and consultants often choose our +900 reports to ascertain the costs
of a specific production process. Hundreds of corporate and individual subscribers to our
market data monitor prices of +150 commodities and utilities.

○ Engineering & Consulting
Firms
○ Universities and R&D Centers
○ Banking & Financial

Our studies and data have been used by our clients in multiple ways, such as:
▪

To obtain estimates of capital and operating costs of industrial plants

▪

To learn about the economic potential of R&D breakthroughs

▪

To screen and assess industrial investment options

▪

To monitor commodities and utilities prices around the world

Partnership with Chemical Engineering Magazine
We pride ourselves on being the originator and

Institutions

Intratec Solutions, LLC
21750 Hardy Oak Blvd

editor of the Chemical Engineering Magazine's

Ste 104 #98791

monthly "Technology Profile" column, which helps

San Antonio, TX

readers gain a better understanding of critical aspects of specific chemical process
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technologies.

www.intratec.us

